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INTRODUCTION

It has been over a decade and a half since we last wrote a comprehensive review of Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM) (Everly & Mitchell, 1999). This volume represents the latest available review of the core concepts, intervention tactics, and research on Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM), albeit in digest form.

Since the last review of CISM was written, many changes have taken place in the fields of critical incident stress and disaster mental health. The recognition that first responders and the military are at extraordinary risk for developing acute and posttraumatic stress injuries and disorders, continues to grow, though still not universally recognized. With such recognition of the high intensity and high risk of these professions is acknowledged, there comes an ethical, if not legal, obligation to protect those personnel; an obligation to create the most reasonable and ‘safest workplace’ possible. While some environments may be inherently high risk, if not toxic, and thus immutable to psychological detoxification (e.g., combat), the obligation would seem to extend to reactive prophylaxis such as crisis intervention and resiliency fostering initiatives. This is the essence of CISM. Given the hindsight of four decades we have come to understand
that CISM is, at its core, a program designed to foster human resilience.

Though originally formulated for emergency services personnel, CISM with some modification, may be useful when applied to other populations at high risk for psychological injury or posttraumatic stress. This would include the military, disaster response agencies, relief workers, and humanitarian aid personnel including: public health agencies, hospital personnel, educators, faith-based interventionists including chaplains, transportation workers, and civilians in workplaces vulnerable to violence, accidents, and criminality.

Although formulated over four decades ago, CISM has endured perhaps largely because of its flexibility to adaptation to numerous and diverse situations, populations, and venues. By definition, CISM is a comprehensive, integrated, systematic and multi-component intervention system. The skills involved in successful application are: 1) tactical competency using the specific interventions across the CISM continuum, and 2) choosing the best intervention at the right time for the right target group.